Moved Out But Not Moved On

By Finn Tronnes ’24

ACROSS
1. Oldest/best dorm on campus
6. Christ Stopped at ___ (Carlo Levi book)
11. “Huh?”
14. How often an irresponsible Exonian skips class
15. Watergate president
16. Exeter’s rock ’n’ roll club, for short
17. Requested to withdraw, per se
19. Texter’s “Hold that thought”
20. What you might say to a friend on the path
21. Like the Academy lawn
23. Women have been welcomed to Exeter for over five
26. Warts and such
27. What you’ll need if you sneak out every night
28. Wander in the library
29. Out to lunch
30. Unit or sect suffix
31. Color TV pioneer
34. I Am ___ , onetime spinoff of “Keeping Up With the Kardashians”
35. Main Street Hall’s rival
36. Thick carpet
37. Split ___ : New Zealand band
38. To no ___ (without effect)
39. TV actor Jason
40. Nonresident doctor
42. What a member of the Exeteras does
43. Pub mug
45. John and Elizabeth, with “s”
46. Garden like the one atop the Lamont Gallery
47. Way overcharge
48. Letter used in Old English and Icelandic
49. PV= nRT
54. Ryssdal of NPR’s Marketplace
55. 1972 missile pact
56. Unclear reply to “Is Principal’s Day this week?”
57. Tiny taste
58. Phoebe Bridgers song
59. Couple’s answer to “Who’s there?”

DOWN
1. What The Exonian sells to local businesses
2. Sweetie, in slang
3. Trash collector
4. Hard to break?
5. Entered digitally
6. Env. contents besides letters
7. Anti-apartheid activist Steve
8. Commercial lead-in to Clean
9. What may lie ahead
10. Like a painful toenail
11. Large dorm with a whale mascot
12. Like winters in Exeter
13. “We have the meats” fast-food chain
18. Afro-Latinx Exonian Society, for short
22. “How cute!” exclamations
23. Studios in Goel
24. Online finance company
25. Global refers to the idea of identity transcending geography and borders
26. Where you might get a snack after stopping at P.O.
28. An Exonian’s is huuuuge
30. The Gavit Cup, Negley, e.g.
32. Lloyd of women’s soccer fame
33. Describes Exonians opening college decisions
35. 14-Across synonym
36. Not completely safe
39. Paper-folding club at Exeter
41. Classic Jaguar model
42. Goon
43. Walks to class through snow, for instance
44. Vietnamese dress
45. Disease that Lamont Hall was originally designated to treat
47. Post-WWII commerce agreement
50. “Evil Woman” band
51. Fleur-de-__
52. Aladdin’s monkey
53. Director Anderson
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